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Panama, barely the size of North Carolina, is an isthmus connecting two continents. Located in Central America, Panama is bordered by Costa Rica to the northwest and southeast of Colombia, and its southern and northern borders are beaches. The Pacific Ocean is from the South and The Caribbean Sea to the north.
At its narrowest point, it's only 50 miles long. Panama is the southern country of Central America, and due to a twist in Isthmus, it gives an impression that the sun rises to the West (above the Pacific Ocean) and set to the east (over the Atlantic). Map of Panama image by G Adventures is a place in the Caribbean where
tourists do not go; A tropical, rugged place of waterfalls, secret caves and mountains that scrape the sky. It is a place of bold taste, heady music, naughty gods, and colorful art; Where the strong thing from rum is the feeling of the people living there. It's a place where only true travellers go; A place for the brave and the
curious. The name of that place? Haiti. This eight-day encounter puts a curtain on this extraordinary, vibrant and indomitable nation. Experience the energy of Port-au-Prince, the colorful art of Jamel, the iconic (and UNESCO-protected) Citadel Laferiere, nurture the arts with at-risk children, and learn the folklore behind
Haitian Vodou. Haiti has a future. Become a part of it. Day 1: Port-au-Prince arrive at any time. The arrival transfer from the airport to the hotel was included. Day 2: Port-au-Prince enjoy an involved downtown tour focused on Haitian history, culture and vibrant local art scene. Go to the iron market (Marche en fer). Meet a
Vodou priest in Noailles and see the charming iron work community of Croix-des-bouquets. Fill in on Creole food and culture along the way. Day 3: Fly to Port-au-Prince/Cap-Haïtien Cap-Haïtien and visit the famous Citadelle Laferrière, a UNESCO-designated mountain fortress. Then go to the sugarcane fields and learn
how to make Haitian rum. Day 4: Enjoy a walking tour including Cap-Htin Cathedral and the main city market. Learn to make kava the traditional food of the native Taino people. Day 5: Cap-Haïtien/Jacmel Port-au-Prince continues to fly back and Jacmel. The city is known for its vibrant art scene, carnival celebrations and
sandy beaches. Take a city trip centered on the arts community here. Pop into the artists' studio to see the local Papier Mache creations and wander the colorful mosaic on every wall. Day 6: Visit basin-Bleu, the most famous attraction in the Jammel region. After a fun ride and a hike down the hill, arrive at the natural
blue pool and waterfalls. Jump in and calm. Day 7: Jacmel/Port-au-Prince visit the Art Building Foundation for Children supported by a local grassroots project, Live Adventures. The risk in the program teaches children different types of traditional art while eating and providing a second home. Enjoy a homemade meal
here and learn about the great work it is doing. Travel back to Port-au-Prince for a final night with the group. Day 8: Port-au-Prince departs anytime. Home countries budget real estate archives make money conferences bookstore It is impossible to accurately represent the earth's spherical surface on a flat piece of paper.
While a globe can accurately represent the planet, a large enough globe would be useful to display most of Earth's characteristics on a useful scale, so we use maps. Also, imagine peeling an orange and pressing orange peel flat on a table - crack the peel and break as it was flattened because it can't easily turn from an
area to a plane. The same is true for the earth's surface and that is why we use map projections. Word map projection can literally be thought of as a launch. If we were to place a light bulb inside a transparent globe and project the image onto a wall — we'd be launching a map. However, instead of introducing light,
cartographers use mathematical formulas to create guesses. Depending on the purpose of the map, the cartographer will attempt to eliminate distortion in one or several aspects of the map. Remember that not all aspects can be accurate so the map maker should choose which distortions are less important than others.
Mapmaker can also opt to allow a slight distortion in all these four aspects to produce the right type of map. Conformity: Sizes of places are precise therapy: Measured distances are exact area/equivalence: The areas represented on the map are proportional to their area on the earth direction: the angles of direction are
accurately painted Gerardus Mercator invented its famous launch in 1569 as an aid to the navigator. On your map, the lines of latitude and longitude cut each other at the right angles and thus the direction of the journey - the rhumb line - is consistent. The distortion of the mercator map increases as the equator moves
north and south. On mercator's map, Antarctica appears to be a vast continent that wraps around Earth and Greenland, south America appears to be just as big, although Greenland is only an eighth the size of South America. Mercator never intended its map to be used for purposes other than navigation, although it
became one of the most popular world map projections. During the 20th century, the National Geographic Society, various atlas and classroom wall cartographer Gol Robinson closed in projection. Robinson's launch produces a projection that deliberately distorts various aspects of the map to map a fascinating world.
Indeed, in 1989, seven North American professional geographic organizations (including the American Cartographic Association, the National Council for Geographic Education, the Association of American Geographics and the National Geographic Society) adopted a resolution calling for a ban on all rectangular
coordination maps due to the distortion of the planet. Generates through energy The streets of Miami's Little Haiti neighborhood. From adorning almost every building to brightly painted murals that have the big smile you'll get from passersby on the street, life is good within this 40 block radius. Little Haiti is home to nearly
30,000 Haitian-Americans. The area became a haven for Haitians seeking refuge in the 1980s after Francois Papa Doctor Duvalier was imprisoned or deported by Haitians. He controlled the country with oppressive and torturous tactics and left many Haitians with no choice but to flee. Today, Little Haiti is vibrant and full
of life. On weekends, Haitian and Caribbean music streets fill while local artists and eateries line outdoor markets. You never think you had the feel of this quaint neighborhood in Miami, but that's what makes it such a refreshing escape. 09 Monte-Bradley/Getty Images 01 is the Libreri Mapou bookstore just around the
corner from the Little Haiti Cultural Complex. It is difficult to find more than 3,000 housing works, the largest collection of French and Creole literature. Jan Mapou, a Haitian immigrant owned by himself, has been a neighborhood staple since the bookstore 1986. Today, the store has become more than just a place to buy
a book, but rather a place to penetrate itself into the Haitian ethos. Liberi Mapu periodically hosts a wide range of poetry readings, even smaller concerts, ranging from panel discussions. It's definitely a place where you want to go to this area. 09 WireImage/Getty Images The Little Haiti Cultural Complex is located right in
the center of the neighborhood. It is used as a community centre and information centre for visitors. If you want to know what's going on in and around the neighborhood, head over there. The cultural complex offers Haitian dance classes, art classes, and is home to a gallery housing works from local and international
artists. The cultural complex also runs events throughout the month, like the free outdoor concert, the sounds of Little Haiti, which takes place every third Friday night. 09 TripSavvy's 03/Jamie Ditaranto The story of Haitian culture won't be complete without General Toussaint L'Ouverture. L'Ouverture, as the leader of the
Haitian Revolution, helped overthrow the French and free Haiti from slavery. The Haitian Revolution is regarded as the most successful slave revolution of all time, as it led to the abolition of slavery and the establishment of an independent state. In 2005, the city of Miami commissioned a statue of General L'Ouvercher to
symbolize strength and activism for the city. It's located on N. Miami Ave. Right down the block from 62 cents marketplace. 09 Chef Creole's 04 is the best way to immerse yourself in any culture by eating your food, and Little Haiti has plenty of food to offer. For some classic Haitian seafood, head to Chef Creole, who
serves spicy seafood platters with everything from shrimp to fried shellfish. And don't leave without a bottle of chef creol Sauces - they're sold in restaurants. Ironically, though, not all the best eateries in Little Haiti are Haitian. For breakfast or brunch, Buena Vista Deli is a French café like no other. Their fresh croissants
are too good to pass. Continue to 5 out of 9 below. 09 TripSavvy's 05/Jamie Ditaranto aside from catching a concert in Churchill, Little Haiti is known for its vibrant independent music scene. All kinds of eclectic artists are drawn to the field that create a fusion of sounds from jazz to rap to Afro-Cuban hip hop. Little Haiti's
thriving music scene to get a taste of head-to-sweat records, right down the road from Churchill. You'll find a huge collection of original vinyl, indie music and merchandise. The store doubles down as a coffee shop, so you can sip a latte while searching for a pile. Sweat also hosts a full range of monthly events from
concerts to summer block parties, so check their site to see what they have in store. Walk along 09 TripSavvy's 06/Jamie Ditaranto 54th towards 62nd Street and you'll be mesmerized by colorful street art and murals that adorn the walls. Haitian artist Serge Toussaint is responsible for most of them — he's been painting
ads, murals, and street signs across the neighborhood since he moved there nearly two decades ago. Today, Toussaint uses his street art to make a statement about Haitian culture and stakes Little Haiti's claim. As the neighborhood becomes more popular, many residents fear the gentrification and loss of culture, but
their artwork is gradually becoming part of Miami culture. It's become a Miami Art Week destination during the Arts Beat Miami Festival. 07 of 09 is a surprisingly refreshing escape from the hustle and bustle of Miami right into the heart of Little Haiti — a farm. Earth 'n US Farm is a self-proclaimed urban ecovillage.
Visitors to the farm are welcome to pets and feed animals, volunteer in the garden, learn about sustainable living, and mentors to help neighborhood children. The farm also hosts a whole sle of weekly events such as a vegan potluck, bike cooperative, drum circles, and volleyball game. The farm is also a pop-up vegan
restaurant at the base and serves fresh farm-to-table meals. 08 of 09 is one thing that makes this neighborhood so fun and vibrant that residents are proud of their culture and love to share that pride. The weekly Caribbean market, meant to replicate Haiti's iron market, is a great example of this. Fresh Afro-Caribbean
cuisine, entertainment, and fashion are all on display for visitors to immerse themselves. Look for Bernadette's fruit stand while there. He's got some of the most fresh mangoes around and sells dynamite sugar cane juice. Bimonthly Black Roots Marketplace aims to support locally owned African-American businesses and
help promote and develop their brands. Stay up to 9 out of 9 below. 09 TripSavvy's 09/5 Jamie Ditaranto Though It Became a Staple of Little Haiti Is, Churchill is anything but Haitian. Opened in 1979, Gaya, An off-beat concert venue and a neighborhood has become something of a staple. Marilyn Manson, Agent
Orange, and Iggy Pop have all performed there. On any given night, you'll hear a wide range of music from jazz to alt-rock. It's a great place to hang out with friends, enjoy an affordable beer and play some pools. Pool.
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